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Why The Future Doesn’t Need Us

 Intelligent Machines

Bill Joy: “Biological species almost never survive encounters with superior competitors.”  

Stephen Hawking: “The development of full artificial intelligence could spell the end of the human race.” 

Elon Musk: “With artificial intelligence we’re summoning the demon.”

 Sociopathic Corporations

If corporations are indeed "persons," their mental condition is accurately described as pathological.  They 
have no innate moral impulses, exist solely for the purpose of making money and are systemically driven 
(indeed, legally bound) to do whatever is necessary to increase revenues and profits, with no regard for 
ethical issues.

 Capitalism & Super-capable Selfish Human Beings

 How much damage can a single human being with a spear do?

 How much damage can be done by a wealthy or brilliant teenager with internet access?



The Current Reality of AI

People worry that computers will get too smart and take

over the world, but the real problem is that they're too stupid

and they've already taken over the world.

Which is the easier way to make a buck: figuring out a

better way to exploit somebody, or making a better product?

With the new AI, it looks like the answer is finding a better way

to exploit somebody.



The Collective Action Problem

 Prisoners Dilemma

 Tragedy of the Commons

Requirements for Effective Action/Systemic Change

➢ DESIRE (Incentives)

➢ KNOWLEDGE (Information) 

➢ POWER (Coordination)

Nash equilibria that aren’t even the best possible Nash equilibrium, let 
alone Pareto-optimal.

Systems that are broken in multiple places so that no single actor can 
make them better, even though, in principle, some magically 
coordinated action could create a much better situation for all.



When is Blockchain an Effective Solution?



Key Pain Points Addressed by Blockchain



Key Blockchain Challenges Myths



Artificial Intelligence & Cryptocurrency

* Using blockchain solely for cryptocurrency is a huge waste of its capabilities.

+

Collective

Blockchain



Current AI & Blockchain Efforts

 SingularityNET – “a decentralized AI marketplace created for the development & funding of AI 

projects … powered by a network comprised of [AI] algorithms sourced from all over the globe.”

 DeepBrain Chain – “artificial intelligence computing platform driven by blockchain”

 MATRIX AI Network – “an intelligent, open-source, new generation blockchain that … leverages 

the latest artificial intelligence (AI) technology to deliver on the promise of blockchain”

 BotChain – “the decentralized identity and audit ledger for autonomous AI agents”

 AI Hedge Funds – Numerai, AICoin, etc.

 AI Hedge Funds – Blockchain in Transport Alliance, Namahe, etc.



Blockchain-based Collective Intelligence

 Social Media

 Token Curated Registries

 Reputation Systems

 Crowd-sourcing Tasks



Black Boxes vs. Explainable AI

 Justify decisions

 Eliminate bias

 Recognize & defend against attacks

 Build upon previous accomplishments



Tool AI vs. Entity AI

 Frame Problem (McCarthy, Dennett)

 Grounding Problem (Harnad, Brooks)

 Derived Intentionality (Haugeland)

 Value Alignment (Russell, FLI, MIRI)

“Seed AI” == Autopoietic Self



Basic AI Drives

 Self-improvement

 Rationality/integrity

 Preserve goals/utility function

 Decrease/prevent fraud/counterfeit utility

 Survival/self-protection

 Efficiency (in resource acquisition & use)

Without explicit goals to the contrary, AIs are likely to behave like 

human sociopaths in their pursuit of resources. 





Digital Wisdom Projects

 Sprouts (formerly 50PH14) - Safely Crowd-Sourcing Critical Mass for a 

Self-Improving Human-Level Learner/“Seed AI” 

 Whately - Solving Wicked Social Problems with Collaborative Modeling & 

Argumentation

 GAIaBC – Creating a frictionless intelligent reputation/crypto ecosystem

 Virtual World/Model populated by 

 Blockchain-based composite entities powered by

 SEC-compliant funding (Reg CF, Reg D and Reg A)



Instrumental Goals (Universal Subgoals)

 Self-improvement

 Rationality/integrity

 Preserve goals/utility function → Focus/avoid distractions

 Decrease/prevent fraud/counterfeit utility

 Survival/self-protection

 Efficiency (in resource acquisition & use)

 Community (assistance/non-interference)

 Reproduction



“

”

Moral systems are interlocking sets of 
values, virtues, norms, practices, identities, institutions, technologies, 

and evolved psychological mechanisms 

that work together to 
suppress or regulate selfishness and 

make cooperative social life possible

HANDBOOK OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, 5TH EDITION – CHAPTER 20. MORALITY



Human Goals

survival/self-protection & reproduction

happiness & pleasure
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

community (morality)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

self-improvement

rationality/integrity

reduce/prevent fraud/counterfeit utility

efficiency (in resource acquisition & use)



Human Goals & Sins

suicide survival/reproduction murder/abortion

masochism happiness/pleasure cruelty/sadism

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ----------------------------------

selfishness
(pride, vanity)

Community
(ETHICS)

ostracism, banishment & slavery 
(wrath, envy)

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ----------------------------------

acedia
(sloth/despair)

self-improvement slavery

insanity rationality/integrity gas-lighting/manipulation

wire-heading

(lust)

reduce/prevent 

fraud/counterfeit utility

lying/fraud

(swear falsely/false witness)

wastefulness
(gluttony, sloth)

efficiency in resource 
acquisition & use

theft
(greed, adultery, coveting)



Which Blockchain?

 Ethereum

 Proof of work & uses gas

 Far too many bugs and mishaps

 EOS

 A distributed database/not a true blockchain

 Insufficiently transparent

 Vulnerable to cartel formation

 Cardano (not yet ready)

 NEO

 Uses gas



Thank You!

Who wants to join us?


